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"For peace to rein on Earth, humans must evolve into new beings who have
learned to see the whole first." Kant

- It is a theory to fully agree with, but for me it's just a theory. You can never put it
to work. Because for a man claiming that sentence (thought) is absurd. There is
no such thing as worldwide peace.
- There are so many factors for achieving the world peace that can never be
fulfilled. There is no such a way to make all people think the same. So my whole
judge about this sentence is followed by the same thought. So not all people can
evolve to see the whole picture. All a regular person care about is maintaining the
peace in his own environment. They usually have a wish that peace reins the
Earth but most of the times, are unable to take certain measures to achieve it.
- So by this we "have to evolve into new beings who have learned to see the
whole first". I claim that those exact words are a creation of a man that didn't
"evolve" himself. So by him (Kant) it is a dream or a thing to get as close as
possible. Evolving is just a metaphor of becoming a better man that wants the
peace to rule the Earth. But isn't peace just another form of dictatorship.
- Let me explain why I think like that. The peace in one person’s eyes is a war in
another’s. There is no such way for peace to be achieved only with compromise of
both sides (By both sides I assume that one side has another form of peace that is
not the same as the first one). So we can't make both sides make compromises.
One side will always have a better position than the other. It is plain simple. You
cannot satisfy both sides exactly the same. For a peace of one man, someone
must suffer (more or less). By taking it worldwide you make it just less possible.

- For example: I could not live in a place where there are no different ways of
thinking. The whole "magic" of meeting people and being able to talk with them is
based on our similarities and especially differences.
- Don't judge me for thinking that. It is not like I don't want a world peace. It is just
I realized it is impossible.
- And about seeing the whole first. Well you just can't define it. Maybe it's too
much, but peace on earth should include the animals and all living creatures, not
JUST men.
- So my conclusion is you cannot satisfy all the living nature by creating the
perfect image for ourselves (mankind), nor we can evolve in such a way to include
all peoples thought of peace and realize them.

